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Abstract
Web services have become major targets of DDoS attacks that can inflict the most serious
damage in terms of availability. The DDoS attack is one of the most serious threat to Internet
services and further there is no perfect solution to defend against variously modified attacks
to heterogeneous Internet services. To solve the problems, several defense mechanisms
against DDoS attacks have been proposed in the literature. However it is not easy for a
security manager to select solutions suited for his service environments. Under the respect,
this paper is intended to classify DDoS defense systems based on the functional design
method. Also we show various experimental results of DDoS defense systems by using our
proposed classification of defense systems and performance metrics.
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1. Introduction
Almost every day various attacks and security threats to Internet service are announced
over public media. Such phenomena are increasingly causing more serious problems as the
number of smart devices connected to Internet is growing. Especially, attacks that threaten the
availability of system resources such as network resource and service capacity result in huge
social and economic losses [1].
DoS (Denial of Service) attack is well known and increasingly growing threat to the
Internet. DoS attack causes interruption of normal services by using various methods that
abuse vulnerabilities of the Internet. DDoS (Distributed DoS) attack, which is a kind of DoS
attack, creates a load exceeding the resource capacity supported by the network or system by
handling numerous zombie agents simultaneously in a distributed manner. As such, it has
more destructive power than conventional DoS attacks [2]. In particular, DDoS attacks on
Web server, which fundamentally provide services with lots of random people, is the most
serious problem in terms of information security and the influence of infringement [3].
According to the descriptions of [4], HTTP based attacks rank first among DDoS attacks on
the application layer in 2010 and 2011.
DDoS attacks have great destructive power that can cause not only economic losses but
also social chaos. Many response systems have been proposed to protect system against such
attacks, which are becoming intelligent and well organized [5, 6]. However it is still difficult
to figure out which of the existing responses is the most effective countermeasure against
diverse and complex DDoS attacks. This is mainly due to the fact that the increasing
sophistication of attack techniques and the mixture of complex response measures. Inaccurate
information about such attacks and inappropriate selection of responses have led to a failure
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to effectively defend against DDoS compared to the amount of investment. Furthermore,
there are too many classification criteria and a response technique can conform to multiple
categories [3].
With the respect, we are intended to classify response techniques based on functional
design of the defense techniques in order to provide the reference data needed to establish
efficient countermeasures against DDoS attacks. The proposed classification consider on
most of commercialized or theoretical defense systems in order to eliminate the difficulties in
adopting a systematic approach to defenses that conform to the environment and security
level demanded by users. We also use Web service attribute based performance metrics that
we proposed in [3] for analyzing results coming from several experimental test of DDoS
defense systems.
The experimental test compare and analyze existing leading attack techniques and the
corresponding response techniques. The logical background to the deduced measurements is
verified to discuss the most effective response to each type of attack.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews two previous
classification approaches for DDoS defense system and their limitations. We propose a new
categorization of defense techniques based on functional design of the defenses in Section 3.
In Section 4, attribute based performance metrics for Web service is described. Section 5
shows various experimental results and analyses. Finally we conclude the paper in Section 6.

2. DDoS Defense System Categorization and Limitations
Two categorizations of DDoS defense mechanism defined by Mirkovic and Champagne
are well known.
Mirkovic categorized the defense system by using level of activity, degree of cooperation,
and deployment location [5]. Categorization by 'level of activity' is divided into the defense
mechanism for preventing attacks by eliminating risks in advance; the degree of withstanding
an attack and the reaction mechanism consisting of the detection method based on
pattern/abnormal behavior/third party dependency; and the response method based on the
attacker identification/rate limitation/filtering/ environment reconfiguration. Categorization
by 'degree of cooperation' consists of autonomous, cooperative, and interdependent items to
indicate the level of defense through unilateral operation or in collaboration with other
objects. Lastly, categorization by 'deployment location' is divided into the victim,
intermediate and source network according to the location of the defense.
Champagne categorized DDoS defense mechanisms by mitigation, prevention, and
deterrence [6]. Mitigation of damage by a DDoS attack consists of traffic congestion control,
network reconfiguration, signature-based filtering, quality of service (QoS) management, and
server security setting. Prevention is divided into filtering to intercept penetration by
malicious codes, design of a safe protocol, and elimination of the zombie system. Deterrence
is divided into honeypots and forensics based on the attacker identification and attack
evidence.
Such defense categorization is not adequate enough to be applied to all DDoS defenses as
there are too many categorization criteria, the boundary is too vague, and a response can
conform to multiple categories. In particular, the criteria that can be applied to the
commercially available defenses are only few in number and should be considered as the
categorization in any conceptual approach.
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3. Proposed Categorization
Previous DDoS defense techniques proposed until now are mostly based on the theoretical
and technical grounds and require additional resources such as interface and configuration
change to enable their application to actual networks. As such, it is difficult to predict and
select an effective defense for the protection target.
This paper proposes the following four classifications based on a design method to be
applied to all commercialized or theoretical defenses in order to eliminate the difficulties in
adopting a systematic approach to defenses that conform to the environment and security
level demanded by users.





Structural (hierarchical) base
Abnormal behavior base
Authentication base
Load balancing (redundancy) base

The structure-based defense intercepts illegal access at the root by assigning the privilege
to access the resources so as to identify unauthorized users. The defense techniques include
ACL (Access Control List), Black/White List, Aging (level-based), etc., [7].
The abnormal behavior-based defense uses the profile of normal behaviors so that the
condition exceeding a certain threshold value is responded to. The leading defenses include
rate-limiting, CAR (Commit Access Rate) MBA (Micro Behavior Analysis), NBA (Network
Behavior Analysis), etc., [8].
The authentication-based defense performs reliability verification at both ends and only
allows access upon verification. The leading defenses include SYN proxy, SYN cookies,
uRPF (unicast Reverse Path Forwarding), Graphic Puzzle, etc., [9, 10].
The load balancing-based defense involves the concept of parallel processing of the flood
of data. The leading defenses include URL redirection, Blackhole/Sinkhole routing, load
balancing, traffic shaping, DNS round robin, GSLB (Global Server Load Balancing), CDN
(Contents Delivery Network), L4 SLB (Layer 4 Server Load Balancing), etc., [11].
Since the proposed design method based classification for DDoS defense technique
characterizes the common attributes of each defense systems, it can uniquely categorize all
commercialized and theoretical defenses that currently exist or will be developed in the
future. It also eliminates any duplicated defense forms to remedy the weaknesses of the
existing categorization. In other words, the characteristics of the defense can be clarified, and
thus it can provide information for user selection and a theoretical direction for future studies
on defense technology.

4. Performance Evaluation Metric for Web Service
In [3], we have proposed an attribute based performance metrics for evaluating WEB
services. This section summarize such metrics since we use the metrics to evaluate the
proposed categorization for DDoS defense system.
The metrics is intended to measure the availability of WEB servers by implementing
defensive countermeasures against DDoS attacks. Selection of the defense mechanism against
a certain type of attack is an important factor in securing Web server when deploying the
DDoS defense system in various scenarios [12]. A security manager must consider service
availability from various aspects of defense mechanism and then design and deploy the
system. There are no proper publically known performance evaluation metrics for measuring
the availability of Web servers. Thus security managers have to develop their own evaluation
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checklist or can use a modified version of evaluation standards such as ISO/IEC 9126,
ISO/IEC 9646, ISO/IEC 12119, IETF RFC 2544 and others. (see [3] in details).
However, using the abovementioned metrics to compare and analyze the DDoS attacks and
defenses of the target Web servers require additional work and introduce difficulties in
measuring. To solve the problem we have proposed two different evaluation metrics well
suited for HTTP based Web services. One is the rate of connected service (CS) and the other
is the rate of contents completeness (CC). We use the two metrics in this paper for experiment
of the proposed categorization.

A Web server service consists of many sessions. Therefore, the satisfaction level of Web
service quality can greatly decrease as load including traffic and computing increases. This is
because even one session is omitted or retransfer of the omitted session is requested. Whether
users can access all documents at any time can be considered as the availability felt by the
Web users. As a result, its evaluation metric can be expressed by the rate of connected service
and the rate of contents completeness as follows.
In equation (1) and (2), service is defined as the web page requested by a Web user from
the server and requiring one or more contents and contents include one or more sets of static
or dynamic data requested by several protocols such as SIP, DIP, Sport, Dport, or TCP/IP.
Service connection rate in Equation (1) represents the ratio of service responses to
information request services by Web users from the Web server. The contents completeness
rate in Equation (2) represents the rate of a Web page's provision of the required contents to
the requesting services.

5. Experimental Result
In this section, we analyze the actual measurements of sixteen cases of leading attacks (i.e.,
UDP Flooding, Syn Flooding, Http Connect, and SQL query) and deployable defense systems
(i.e., ACL, Rate-Limiting, Syn-Proxy, L4 SLB). The Web service attribute-based
performance evaluation metrics is used to measure the threat to the availability to select a
point of defense as the reference for deploying the DDoS defense system for an effective
response. For the defense of all the test items described below, the assumed best case is
selected to show the most effective defense technique.
As the basic operation of each defense, the interception list of the attack pattern can be
updated one at a time every 10 seconds on average for ACL; only those connections
exceeding the threshold value (attacks exceeding the transmission band) can be disposed of,
or all connections (others than the attacks exceeding the transmission band) can be disposed
of for rate-limiting; all TCP/IP connections are verified without limitations on capacity for
Sun-Proxy; and the networks and servers have redundancy for L4 SLB. The test configuration
and variables commonly applied to all the test items are described below.
 Traffic Generator: BreakingPoint CTM, IXIA, Avalanche STC
 Measurement Equipment: Omnipliance/ Omnipeek
 Total Test Time: 3 min.
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 Attack Time: From 30 sec.
 Apache Web Server Configuration: 100 connections (other than excessive application
connection attacks), 200 connections (excessive application connection attacks)
 Windows Web Server Configuration: XP, MySQL (100 connections)
The testing environment, attack, and normal traffic of an excessive transmission band
attack (UDP flooding) are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Experimental Test-bed
To test excessive transmission attack (UDP flooding), attacker generates 400Mbps UDP
packets with 10 systems (10 different IPs). Normal traffic is generated by 20 services (5
sessions per service) per second toward Web server. Rate limiting threshold value is set to
100Mbps. Experimental results are summarized as follows.
 ACL Response
: A service connection rate of 40% and a contents completeness rate of 81% were
measured. Since the volume of normal traffic was significantly smaller than the volume
of attack traffic, the service was restored only after ACL application was completed.
Since the attack traffic had no impact on the connected service, a high level completion
rate was maintained.
 Rate-Limiting Response
: A service connection rate of 21% and a contents completeness rate of 26% were
measured. Since only normal traffic within the threshold value of 100Mbps were
connected probabilistically, both the service connection rate and the contents
completeness rate showed low values.
 Syn-Proxy Response
: A service connection rate of 34% and a contents completeness rate of 24% were
measured. Since the response cannot be applied to the attack, both normal traffic and
attack traffic must compete in the best case. As such, both the service connection rate
and the contents completeness rate showed low values.
 L4 SLB Response
: A service connection rate of 76% and a contents completeness rate of 85% were
measured. As twice the amount of server resources mitigates competition, both the
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service connection rate and the contents completeness rate were two times higher than
that of the case (Syn-Proxy) that does not apply the response.

Figure 2. Availability of Web Server in Case of Excessive Transmission
Attacks
Experimental results shows that the actual responses show the expected effectiveness, with
the exception of ACL. It should be noted that the defense capability of ACL can be
significantly degraded if an attack by many IPs (as the actual attack of transmission band
requires many IPs), instead of the best case (limited number of IPs), is replayed.

Figure 3. Equipment Screen Shot of Web Server Availability Test
The testing environment, attack, and normal traffic of an excessive login attack (Sync
Flooding) are shown below.
 Attack Traffic: Generation of 1Mpps TCP SYN packets with 10 systems
 Normal Traffic: Generation of 20 services (5 sessions required per service) per second in
the Web server
 Rate-Limiting Threshold Value: 100pps per system (per IP address)
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Experimental results are summarized as follows.
 ACL Response
: A service connection rate of 41% and a contents completeness rate of 85% were
measured. As in the case of the excessive transmission band attack, the volume of
normal traffic was significantly smaller than the volume of attack traffic, and the service
was restored only after ACL application was completed. Since the attack traffic had no
impact on the connected service, a high level completion rate was maintained.
 Rate-Limiting Response
: A service connection rate of 91% and a contents completeness rate of 90% were
measured. Since most attack traffic exceeded the threshold value of 100pps per IP and
thus were eliminated, both the service connection rate and the contents completeness rate
were high.
 Syn-Proxy Response
: A service connection rate of 94% and a contents completeness rate of 93% were
measured. Since only traffic having TCP/IP connections at both ends was selectively
allowed to pass through, it showed the highest service connection and contents
completeness rates.
 L4 SLB Response
: A service connection rate of 76% and a contents completeness rate of 88% were
measured. As in the case of the excessive transmission band attack, the service
connection rate and the contents completeness rate were proportional to the effect of
mitigating competition by the best case with twice the server resources.

Figure 4. Availability of Web Server in Case of Excessive Login Attacks
Experimental results indicates that the actual response systems showed almost the expected
effectiveness. In particular, it indicates that the authentication based response system, which
requires reliability at both end systems, was the most effective.
The testing environment, attack, and normal traffic of an excessive server capacity
attack (Http Connect) are shown below.
 Attack Traffic: Generation of 100 Web services with 10 IPs
 Normal Traffic: Generation of 20 services (5 sessions required per service) per second in
the Web server
 Rate-Limiting Threshold Value: 100pps per IP
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Experimental results are summarized as follows.
 ACL Response
: A service connection rate of 90% and a contents completeness rate of 98% were
measured. Since the volume of attack traffic was not that large, unlike the excessive
transmission band attack, normal traffic could probabilistically compete even before all
ACLs were applied, and thus the service connection rate was high. The high completion
rate was maintained because the attack traffic had no impact after completion of ACL
application.
 Rate-Limiting Response
: A service connection rate of 72% and a contents completeness rate of 95% were
measured. Since most attack traffic was within the threshold value of 100pps per IP and
thus not eliminated, the normal traffic and attack traffic coexisted for competition,
similar to the case prior to ACL application. Therefore, the service connection rate was
lower. However, the contents completeness rate was high because the services had no
competition once they had been connected.
 Syn-Proxy Response
: A service connection rate of 74% and a contents completeness rate of 98% were
measured. Since the excessive server capacity attack is based on TCP/IP connection,
normal traffic and attack traffic cannot be distinguished. Therefore, it showed similar
service connection and contents completeness rates to rate-limiting.
 L4 SLB Response
: A service connection rate of 95% and a contents completeness rate of 98% were
measured. It showed high service connection and contents completeness rates since twice
the server resources are sufficient capacity to handle both attack traffic and normal
traffic.
The actual response was somewhat different from the expected level. The ACL response
showed a relatively better effect because the traffic volume used in the excessive server
capacity attack was significantly smaller than that used in the excessive transmission band
and excessive login attacks. In other words, high traffic transmission after TCP/IP connection
is a burden from the attacker's perspective, and the attack generates a relatively smaller load
since its purpose is to exceed the number of connections in the target server. Moreover, since
the pattern of the data domain can be added to the header field, it can control access more
precisely. Therefore, redundancy can be considered as the highest priority response against
this type of attack, and the ACL response based on the detail list can be considered next.
The testing environment, attack, and normal traffic of an excessive application connection
attack (SQL Query) are shown below.
 Application Connection Attack
 Attack Traffic: Generation of 100 SQL queries with 10 IPs
 Normal Traffic: Generation of 20 services (5 sessions required per service) per second in
the Web server
 Rate-Limiting Threshold Value: 100pps per IP
Experimental results are summarized as follows.
 ACL Response
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: A service connection rate of 90% and a contents completeness rate of 99% were
measured. A high level completion rate was maintained for the same reason as the
excessive server capacity attack.
 Rate-Limiting Response
: A service connection rate of 69% and a contents completeness rate of 98% were
measured. Although the service connection rate was somewhat lower for the same reason
as the excessive server capacity attack, the contents completeness rate was high because
the connected services had no competition.
 Syn-Proxy Response
: A service connection rate of 72% and a contents completeness rate of 98% were
measured. They were similar to the rate-limiting response for the same reason as the
excessive server capacity attack.
 L4 SLB Response
: A service connection rate of 96% and a contents completeness rate of 99% were
measured. Since twice the amount of server resources was sufficient capacity to handle
both normal traffic and attack traffic, both the service connection rate and the contents
completeness rate were high.
The actual responses were the same as the expected effect. In the case of ACL response,
the pattern of the application program can be additionally configured and a more precise
access control list established, so a better effect can be expected for the same reason as the
excessive server capacity attack. The redundancy-based response again showed a good effect
compared to the additional resources required.

6. Conclusion
The results of this study are expected to facilitate the development of an objective and
index-oriented efficient DDoS defense system to improve Web service availability by
minimizing the damages. Additionally, a multi-step defense policy involving the
administrator's procedural involvement and a policy response to the availability infringement
and minimum level of threshold, by recognizing the limitations of the various responses as a
vulnerability is needed.
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